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About Us
The Coloured Glass 
Company operators 
of Colouredglass.
co.uk are a Manchester 
based Glass and Mirror 
processing company. 

Providing domestic and 
commercial properties with an 
array of superb coloured glass 
and specialist finishes. Operating 
from commercial premises just 
4 miles outside of Manchester 
City Centre, we are conveniently 
located for all the motorway 
networks.

Working with architects, 
designers and specifiers and 
supplying some of the largest 
Kitchen, Bathroom retailers 
throughout the UK and beyond, 
Colouredglass can offer a 
comprehensive and cost-effective 
solution to all our clients.

Find out ore
www.colouredglass.co.uk

OUR
COLOUR
RANGE IS
ONLY LIMITED
BY YOUR OWN
IMAGINATION!
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Single Coloured Glass 
Splashback
Our Single Coloured Glass Splashbacks are the 
ideal design feature to bring a touch of personality 
to any kitchen and complete your design aesthetic. 
Made using 6mm toughened, heat-resistant “low 
iron” glass, the splashback features highly polished 
edges for a smooth finish. As a versatile product, the 
splashback can be tailored to small or large sizes up 
to a maximum width of 32000 millimetres. Choose 
from a wide range of colour schemes and palettes 
from esteemed names including Laura Ashley and 
Dulux Trade. 

With everything from pale topaz to sweet pink and 
deep garnet to passion flower or traffic yellow, there 
are colours available to suit all types of kitchen 
and design preference. Additional customisation 
options include the opportunity to add silver, rainbow 
or gold sparkle for a stylish added touch. Your 
splashback will come as a standard adhesive model 
– alternatively, our skilled team will add drill holes 
and fixings tailored to your kitchen set-up. 
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Bespoke Splashbacks, 
any shape
When our range of standard splashbacks simply 
doesn’t meet your requirements, our Bespoke 
Glass Splashbacks will do the job right. Every glass 
panel is manufactured to your exact requirements, 
including size, shape, colour and additional extras. 
Manufactured from market-leading Pilkington Low 
Iron Toughened Glass renowned for its outstanding 
visual clarity, durability and exceptional heat-resistant 
qualities, every splashback comes complete with 
highly polished edges and easy clean coating. 

Choose from our unlimited range of colour coatings 
to suit a traditional or contemporary kitchen area 
and all types of design taste. And if you’re looking 
for splashbacks within a larger area, we’ve got you 
sorted. We supply splashbacks up to a maximum 
width of 3200mm and maximum height of 1605mm 
with socket cut-outs, added sparkle and bespoke 
shapes available for you to choose from.
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Toughened Mirror 
Splashbacks
Our range of toughened mirror splashbacks are 
extremely popular with people who wish to maximise 
the sense and illusion of space in their kitchen. 
Manufactured using super-high-quality toughened low 
iron glass, every splashback has been hand silvered and 
comes with easy clean coating for top quality aesthetics 
and durability.

Choose from a range of three timeless tints in silver 
(standard), bronze or grey. You can also tailor your 
splashback to include up to six socket cut-outs in any 
shape or size while each piece can also be cut to a 
range of bespoke shapes to fit your space and design 
preferences.

Coloured Glass 
Placemats & Coasters 
If you’re looking to add an elegant and stylish touch 
to your tableware, our Coloured Glass Placemats 
and Coasters will do the job nicely. Toughened 6mm 
low-iron glass guarantees a product designed to 
last with polished edges and wipe-clean coating for 
practicality and stress-free maintenance.  Choose 
from our distinctive range of colours and palettes 
to choose add personality and a flair to any table 
setting in your own unique way. 

With everything from pale topaz to sweet pink and 
deep garnet to passion flower or traffic yellow, there 
are colours available to suit all types of kitchen and 
design preference. And if you’d like to add a touch of 
sparkle, we’ll do that too. Table settings have never 
looked so good.

Copper Coloured Glass 
Splashback
A copper coloured glass splashback will add an element 
of chic, timeless style to any interior space. Manufactured 
from Pilkington Low Iron Glass for optimum durability, 
flexibility and a high level of transparency, the 
splashback is heat resistant with an easy clean coating 
for the minimum of fuss.

Polished edges and a metallic finish will complete any 
smart traditional or contemporary kitchen area and all 
types of design taste. And if you’re looking for a more 
bespoke product, we’ve got you sorted. We supply 
splashbacks with up to five socket cut-outs and a range 
of bespoke shapes available for you to choose from.



Digitally Printed Glass 
Splashbacks
Our Digitally Printed Glass Splashbacks are the ideal 
design feature to bring a touch of personality to any 
kitchen and complete your design aesthetic. Made 
using 6mm toughened, heat-resistant “low iron” 
glass for exquisite clarity and a crystal-clear image, 
the splashback is printed directly to the glass – not a 
film – to ensure permanent adhesion and a product 
to last through the generations.

As a versatile product, the splashback is UV-resistant 
and stain-free. It can be tailored to small or large 
sizes and comes complete with easy clean coating 
to protect the vibrant colours of your digital print. 
Choose from thousands of images, themes and 
colour palettes to fit your chosen design scheme. 
With everything from abstract, retro and mosaic 
prints to animals, flowers, landscapes or wildlife, 
there is a design pattern to suit absolutely every 
type of kitchen and design preference. You can 
also choose to have your own image for the highest 
quality personalisation,

Your splashback will come as a standard adhesive 
model – alternatively, our skilled team will add drill 
holes and fixings tailored to your kitchen set-up.
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Bespoke Coloured Glass 
Wipe Boards
As the ultimate 21st century business or leisure space essential, 
our Bespoke Coloured Glass Wipe Boards are a bestseller and 
the ideal design feature to complete your aesthetic. Made using 
6mm toughened, heat-resistant “low iron” glass, the boards 
feature highly polished edges for a smooth finish. 

As a versatile product, the splashback can be tailored to small 
or large standard sizes with bespoke size options also available 
and highly polished edges as standard to accentuate your 
chosen hues. Our wide range of colour schemes and palettes 
come from esteemed names including Laura Ashley and Dulux 
Trade for the highest quality product.

With everything from pale topaz to sweet pink and deep 
garnet to passion flower or traffic yellow, there are colours 
available to suit all types of business and work space. Additional 
customisation options include the opportunity to choose 
bespoke colours to match your corporate brand with all colours 
mixed in-house using our modern computerised system 
for entirely accurate results. Your wipe board offers a stylish, 
pleasing finish with rounded corners and stand-off bolts to give 
a unique floating effect.
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Shower Wall Glass 
Splashbacks 
If you want to brighten up your bathroom interiors 
with a stylish, timeless design solution, our Shower 
Wall Glass Splashbacks will do the job nicely. As a 
high quality and beautiful contemporary alternative 
to tiles, simply choose your colour from our extensive 
range of esteemed collections and we’ll do the rest. 

Manufactured from market-leading Low Iron 
Toughened Glass renowned for its outstanding 
colour clarity, durability and exceptional heat-
resistant qualities, every splashback is 100% 
waterproof and comes complete with highly 
polished edges and easy clean coating for easy 
post-shower wipe downs.
Additional customisation options include the 
opportunity to add silver, rainbow or gold sparkle 
for a stylish added touch. Our skilled team will add 
cut-outs, notches and drill holes tailored to your 
bathroom set-up and shower rail fittings. 

Bath Wall Glass 
Splashbacks
Our Bath Wall Glass Splashbacks are the ideal 
design feature to bring a touch of personality to 
any bathroom and complete your design aesthetic 
without the need for standard tiles. Manufactured 
using 6mm toughened Pilkington Low Iron Glass 
renowned for its exceptional heat-resistant 
qualities, the easy-clean splashback guarantees 
minimal joints and no grout or mildew for optimum 
aesthetics and a product that you can rely on year 
after year. 

This contemporary design addition can be tailored 
to small or large sizes with a wide range of colour 
schemes and palettes as provided by esteemed 
names including Laura Ashley and Dulux Trade. 
Additional customisation options include the 
opportunity to choose standard silver, bronze or 
grey tint and add a little extra something. And if 
you’re looking for splashbacks within a larger or 
more tricky area, we’ve got you sorted. We supply 
splashbacks up to a maximum width of 2400mm 
with socket cut-outs, cut outs for pipework and 
other bathroom features and bespoke shapes 
available for you to choose from.
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Ultra-Clear Glass 
Splashbacks
Our Ultra Clear Glass Splashbacks offer a pure, fresh 
and clean aesthetic to complement any traditional 
or contemporary living space. Manufactured from 
market-leading 6mm Toughened Glass renowned 
for its outstanding visual clarity, durability and heat-
resistant qualities up to 400 degrees Celsius, every 
splashback comes complete with comes with easy 
clean coating and a 2-millimetre bevelled edge to 
the face, creating a durable and attractive border 
that is easy to wipe down. 

The premium quality glass ensures that the wall 
behind will be displayed with optimum clarity, 
avoiding the dreaded green tinge. Choose from 
chrome-plated or gold-plated screw caps to fit 
your personal or business kitchen requirements and 
complete your pristine space.

Coloured Glass Samples 
– any colour scheme
When you love the idea of using Coloured 
Glass in your interior design scheme but you’re 
feeling uncertain about which colours – or colour 
combinations – to use, our coloured glass samples 
are ideal. These give you the perfect opportunity to 
confirm whether your chosen colours will suit your 
interiors or to change things up and sample a fresh, 
new colour palette to see how it fits.

Manufactured from the same high-quality, low-iron 
glass as our bestselling splashbacks, you can order 
as many samples as you like to see a true-to-life 
example of the different colours. Our wide range of 
colour schemes and palettes come from esteemed 
names including Laura Ashley and Dulux Trade with 
everything from pale topaz to lime green and violet 
to passion flower or traffic yellow meaning there are 
colours available to suit all types of kitchen and design 
preference. When choosing your colours, please bear 
in mind that that if you are ordering thicker glass, then 
the sample may appear slightly different due to the 
iron content which may give off a green hue. 
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Coloured Glass Table 
Tops
Our Coloured Glass Table Tops offer the ideal opportunity 
to add a touch of personality and elegance to your home 
or business space. Made using 6mm toughened, heat-
resistant “low iron” glass, the table tops feature exceptional 
light transmission for the highest level of visual clarity and 
purity of colour for a smooth aesthetic.

As a versatile product, every one of our  coloured glass 
table-tops is designed to match your chosen design 
scheme with a wide variety of colour palettes available 
ranging from more subtle and neutral shades to bright 
and beautiful hues to make a stylish impact. Every table 
top is tailored to your exact requirements in size, shape 
and fit while powerful heat-resistant qualities equal lower 
energy bills to create a product that is attractive and 
practical in equal measure.

Coloured Glass Shelves

All of the most stylish interiors have one thing in common 
– a designer who has paid exceptional attention to detail. 
Our Coloured Glass Shelves are a fine example of how it 
is often the more understated parts of a design scheme 
that make the most impact. Made using the highest-
quality, low-iron 6mm glass renowned for its outstanding 
visual clarity and purity of colour, every shelf is tailored to 
your exact requirements.

Our range of colours and palettes is designed to cater for 
every type of design scheme from clean and minimalist 
to patterned multi-colour and everything in between. 
Choose from brighter or more neutral hues and a range 
of collections from sought-after family names including 
Laura Ashley and Dulux Trade to complete your home 
aesthetic with an authentic touch of class.

Glass Wall Art

Art is such a personal subject and when we choose to 
hang pieces on the walls of our home, they deserve to 
be portrayed in the best possible light. Our Glass Wall 
Art will frame your most cherished photos and prints 
in a beautiful way using high-quality 6mm glass for 
outstanding visual clarity and transparency. 

Featuring highly polished edges and easy-clean 
surfaces for the ultimate in practical homewares, our 
glass wall art is also available in a range of bespoke 
shapes to suit your space with a contemporary take on 
classic design style.
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